Helsinki 03/03/2021

WELCOME to the 14th Nordic Symposium on Forensic Psychiatry, 24-26 August
2022 in Helsinki, Finland.
We cordially invite you to join the exhibition the 14th Nordic Symposium on Forensic Psychiatry to
be held on 24-26 August at Paasitorni Congress in Helsinki, Finland.
The multidisciplinary symposium is held every other year a Nordic country, and it usually gathers
approximately 200-250 participants from the fields of forensic-, adolescent- and general
psychiatry. The main topic of the 2021 meeting will be ‘Forensic service development: modern
themes and challenges’.
As forensic services are on the forefront in treating the most complex and challenging patients,
recent findings in all aspects of treatment are on the agenda of this meeting. Among the lecturers
and presenters are leading European researchers and clinicians in the field of forensic psychiatry.
For more information please go to https://nsfp2022.org/
We hope you will be interested in contributing to the success of this event together with us. A few
options are presented below.
We offer you various ways for cooperation:
•
•
•

Host an exhibition table 2 500 EUR
Advertising in printed materials or publications and web site; cost € 1 000-3 000
Special Sponsorship Opportunities
o Delegate meeting bags
o Meeting dinner
o Badges & lanyards

We look forward to a discussion on how these sponsorships may best be fitted to your needs and
budget.
VAT 24% will be added.

https://nsfp2022.org/

EXHIBITION RATES AND CONDITIONS
Exhibition table size is 120*90 cm
The exhibition table charge includes the rental of the exhibition space and table, security,
publication of the exhibitor’s name in the meeting materials, technical supervision.
Coffee during the breaks will be served in the proximity of the exhibition area.
Design and implementation of individual tailor-made installation is also possible.
Application Deadline: 15 May 2022.
Individual special needs will also be accommodated.
Application, Design of the Exhibition Area
The applications of the exhibitors are accepted on the Order Form, which has to be filled in, signed
properly and sent to CongCreator before the deadline. The space will be allocated on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Information
For further practical information about exhibition or sponsorship opportunities please contact the
Congress Secretariat CongCreator at info@congcreator.com, tel +358 (0)500 604 686.

On the behalf of the organisers,

Allan Seppänen
MD, Clinical Director
Helsinki University Hospital, Psychiatry, Psychoses and forensic psychiatry

https://nsfp2022.org/

